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Since bringing his cutting edge,
surgical rejuvenationprocedurestotheUK,
progressive German plastic surgeon,
Dr Dirk Kremer has helped numerous
women achieve the body of their dreams.

One of his signature procedures involves breast
enlargement, providing women with soft, full
breasts without the risk of what he terms ‘tennis
ball’ chest, where the implant outline is fully visible.

Dr Kremer comments: “In my opinion
there’s nothing worse than seeing a woman with
obviously false breasts parading tell tale
outlines of implants in their cleavage.”

After qualifying as a plastic and reconstructive

surgeon in the city of Munich, Dr Kremer spent

time in America, developing his state-of-the-

art surgical techniques alongside the best plastic

surgeons in Los Angeles and New York.

Down-to-earth and very approachable,

Dr Kremer is passionate about his craft and

renowned for producing über natural results

- his clinic has become the first port of call

for those seeking a discreet nip and tuck.

Dr Kremer believes that 30 per cent of a great

surgical outcome relies on a surgeon’s artistic

vision, while the other 70 per cent is a mixture

of meticulous technique and expert knowledge.

Known as the Split Muscle Technique, Dr Kremer inserts a
round implant through a horizontal cut in the muscle – half
under and half over the pectoral muscle, but remaining under
breast tissue and the skin. This means that the upper outline of
the implant is hidden, preventing the sadly all too familiar ‘ball’
appearance, whilst the fullness in the lower part is accentuated.

Dr Kremer comments: “A large number of surgeons place great
emphasis on tear drop implants - I only use round, as I think
the anatomical implants are a gimmick. My surgical technique
transforms the round implant into a tear drop shape anyway,
leaving the lower pole even more accentuated, resulting in
beautiful, natural looking breasts with a great deal of projection.
With a quicker recovery and virtually invisible scarring, this
technique places conventional breast enlargement in the shade.
Dr Kremer uses only leading British brand, silicone gel implants.
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